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Preface >1

This product has the following characteristics:

Conformity with Standard

Conformity with the European Decree

1. Easy operation: One function knob and three push buttons
2. Weekly
3. Two kinds of program selections with permanent memory: Ex-work preset program and

program set by the customers themselves
4. Large screen LCD display
5. Adjustable selection of comfort temperature, economic temperature and antifreeze

temperature
6. Advanced radio transmission technology: Wall penetration transmission distance in the

room 60m(for RF/MRF model);
7. Suitable for the control and energy saving of wall mounted boilers, condensation boilers

and individual household measuring heating system;
8. It can realize the function of one receiver controlling many sub-devices and many rooms

at the same time;
9. Only need 2 Size AA 1.5V batteries for power supply
10. Celsius degree or Fahrenheit degree display
11. Fast and simple installation.
12. The displayed temperature can be calibrated.

EN 60730-1 standard and its revision
EN 60730-2-7 standard
EN 60730-2-9 standard

B. T. 73/23/EEC
E. M. c. 89/336/EEC and Amendments 93/68/EEC
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programmable function control

WW/RF/MRF (with-wire /radio frequency / multi-channel RF) series are room
thermostats with 7 days programmable function. This system can completely control the
boiler or heating system according to the program preset when out of the factory or set by
the customers themselves. The controller with electricity supplied by the batteries can
be put any where in the ordinary room, which makes the work and life of the installers and
the customers become more simple and comfortable. F or RF model ,the receiver of
this device is connected directly with the hang boiler or the other heating systems. The
transmitter adopts special radio signal and receiver communication with characteristics of
strong wall penetration, stable communication, no interference and low electric
consumption. The MRF model can control independently different temperature in
the maximum 4 rooms by the multi-channel RF. The damager of radialization to the body is
lower than using the radiogram or TV set.

 



>2Display screen symbols

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I=
J
K
L
Q
N
O
P
M

= Present ambient temperature
= Comfort temperature
= Economic temperature
= Freeze-proofing temperature
= Present time
= Working state
= 7days display in a week, and the present day display is in the square frame.
= Running symbol of the equipment
Program conditions

= Battery conditions
=
=
= Celsius degree or the Fahrenheit degree
= "increasing" key
= "confirmation" key
= "decreasing" key
= Function change-over switch, totally 7 modes(three application modes, three

setting modes, one off mode)
Automatic operation mode
Manual operation mode
Antifreeze mode
Program setting mode
Temperature setting mode
Date/time setting mode
Power switch off mode

：

fig.1

[fig.1]

 



>3Product Specifications
Power supply: Two LR6 type1.5v alkaline batteries, service life more than one year.
Temperature adjustment range: 4 35
Ambient temperature displayed on the screen: 0 40
Temperature test frequency: once/min.
Display accuracy 0.5
Probe NTC 3%
Protection degree IP20
Thermal gradient 1K/3min
Output Switch relay
Load on contacts 16 A/250V(RF); 5A/250V(MRF); 2A/125V(WW)
Insulation conditions: Normal environment
Max. operating temperature 50
Storage temperature 0 60
Frequency 433 MHz(for RF/MRF model)
Programming Weekly
Software class A
LCD display
Minimum programming interval: 1 hour
Installation Wall mounted
Radio transmission distance Indoor 16/50m outdoor 100/300m(for RF/MRF model)
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Application
1. "Automatic" mode .：

℃ ℃

℃

The preset ex-work system program can also be changed in the "Program setting". The
running time program is displayed in the "Program display area" , and in the working
conditions display, the factory preset program that has not been modified by the customer is
displayed as . The automatic program that has been modified by the customer will
display and symbols in order to distinguish from the Ex-work preset program. In
each time period, the executive "Comfortable temperature" (The preliminary value is
20 ), economic temperature (The preliminary value is 18 ) and the antifreeze
temperature (The preliminary value is 5 ) are set in the temperature setting . After
the function change-over switch is switched to "Turn off the power." the program is still
retained, and after the batteries are taken out, the personally set program and the ex-work
preset program do not lose.

 



>4Application...
Program presetting when out of factory:

From Monday to Friday

Saturday and Sunday

00:00-----06:00 Economic temperature
06:00-----08:00 Comfort temperature
08:00-----18:00 Antifreeze temperature;
18:00-----22:00 Comfort temperature
22:00-----24:00 Economic temperature

00:00-----06:00 Economic temperature; 06:00-----22:00 Comfort temperature
22:00-----24:00 Economic temperature

：
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2 "Manual" mode

Note:

3 "Antifreeze" mode
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The chronothermostat controls the temperature at a constant temperature mode, and the

default temperature is 20 . The temperature can be adjusted with key or key

and the temperature display flashes at this time. The screen will recover to display the room

actual temperature when there is no further adjustment within 5 seconds.

When moving the function change-over switch position every time and when

resetting the manual temperature is needed, the system will automatically start to set from

the manual mode that was set last time, and the state display circular at the right lower

corner will completely display double frames.

The chronothermostat only controls the system to be operated at the state of preventing the

ambient temperature from dropping below the antifreeze temperature to have been set in

order to make the equipment and pipes free from freezing. This temperature is set in the

mode of "Temperature setting", and the default valve is 5 .

 



1. Setting of date and time: Set present date (which weekday), hour and minute.
A. Set the function change-over switch to position, the screen mode display area will

display hour icon.
B. When the frame displaying the present date starts flashing, press key or key to

adjust the present weekday, and press key to confirm, and then turn to next setting
C. Then the number representing the hour flashes, press key or key to adjust the

present hour, and press key to confirm, and then turn to next setting
D. Then the number representing the minute flashes, press key or key to adjust the

present minute, and press key to confirm, and then turn to next setting
E. Return to the first setting step;
F. Finish the time setting Adjust the function change-over switch to the operation mode

("Auto", "Manual", "Antifreeze"), to start the operation or carry out other settings.
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>5Setting

2. Temperature setting Set the comfort temperature, economic temperature and
antifreeze temperature.
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The setting scope of the antifreeze temperature is 4-10 the preliminary antifreeze
temperature value is 5

The setting scope of the economic temperature is 5-30 the preliminary economic
temperature value is 18

The setting scope of the comfort temperature is 10-35 the preliminary comfort
temperature value is : 20
A. Set the function change-over switch to position The screen working appearance

column shows the temperature icon .
B. The left of the temperature number shows the comfort temperature icon and the

temperature number flashes at the same time. Press key or key to adjust the
comfort temperature value press key to confirm and then move to next setting

C. Next the icon representing the economic temperature and the temperature number
flashes at the same time. Press key or key to adjust the economic temperature
value press key to confirm and then move to next setting

D. Next the icon representing the antifreeze temperature , and the temperature number
flashes at the same time. Press key or key to adjust the antifreeze temperature
value, press key to confirm and then move to next setting

E. Return to the first setting step
F. Finish the temperature setting the same as the F Clause in "Setting of date and time".
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3 Setting of self-established program Set 7-days self-established program as well
as the control temperature for each period.

Copy the program for one day
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A. Set the function change-over switch to position and screen appearance display area
shows the program setting icon .

B. The icon and number showing the weekday flash, and press key or key to adjust
the date numerical value, press key to confirm and then move to next setting

C. At this time the cursor from zero point to 1 and the original temperature setting mode
( the temperature mode icon on the left of the temperature number ) begin to flash, press

key or key to select the temperature press key to confirm and then the
temperature mode display for this one hour period will be changed into the selected
temperature mode (Double solid frame for the comfortable temperature, single solid
frame plus single hollow frame for the economic temperature, double hollow frame for
the antifreeze temperature), and move to set next one hour temperature

D. Repeat the steps above until complete to set all temperature modes in 24 hours, then
return to the date selection mode, and keep pressing key for a long time at the
program setting mode for every hour can quit from the temperature setting for the
rest time period. Enter into the date selection mode directly again, the rest unset part of
temperature will remain as the original default temperature or the temperature set before;

E. When the date cursor starts flashing again, it enters a new setting cycle for some day
F. Finish the temperature setting, the same as the F Clause in "Setting of date and time"

The modified time/temp erature program will be remembered as the customer's
self-established program. When the function change-over switch returns to AUTO, the
controller operates the customer's self-established program and and program
symbols will be displayed at the working mode display area in order to distinguish from
the ex-work preset program.

After entering a day program you can copy this into another day to save time when
creating a weekly program: For example, if you want to copy the program of Monday to
Thursday, the methods are as follows:
A. Select the program for Monday: With the selector on "AUTO PROG", press key or

key The outer frame for Monday flashes to select Monday and press key
for 3 seconds until the word appears on the screen

B. Copy to Thursday: While pressing key constantly, press key or key at the
same time and select to Thursday, then release key or key then release key
to finish the copying and the word disappears At this time the Thursday
cursor flashes the setting of the day can be continued through or key as well as
the .

C. Copying for other days, please repeat from the Step A to B.

Setting...

 



>7Setting...
4. Temporary temperature change:
At "Automatic" mode it can temporarily change the temperature at a given program period.

You have set the program already the comfort temperature is 20 between 9:00~
18:00, but you want to lower the temperature to 18 at 10:00 then you set the temperature to
18 . This setting will not exist forever, it will remain until 18:00 when the program period is ended.
At "Automatic" mode set the required temperature directly through key or key, the
number representing the temperature will flash, and your adjusted temperature will be displayed
without further adjustment in 5 econds after the adjustment. The number representing the
temperature will stop flashing and continuously to display the present room temperature.
The automatic chronothermostat will recover to automatic mode at the following program
temperature changes.

Moving the function change-over switch can cancel the temporary temperature change
setting.

A. At mode, keep pressing key for 5 seconds, then: the symbol will be
displayed at the working state display area, and the temperature controller will take out the ex-
work preset program as the automatic control program.

B. Keep pressing key long for 5 seconds again, the temperature controller will return to the
personal set program mode. At this time and program symbols will be displayed at
the working mode display area.

C. These two kinds of program modes can be alternated.

When inserting or taking out of 4V external DC power supply, it will not influence the mode,
operation and memory of the chronothermostat.

Adjustment and calibration of the temperature: When the SET key is at the antifreeze mode, keep
pressing key for 3 seconds the LCD screen will reveal symbol. While pressing
key at the same time, press or key each time the original tested value will be rectified by
+0.5 degree or -0.5 degree. After releasing key the word disappears. The maximum
adjusted and calibrated temperature is 3 .

For RF model: Press the learning button in receiver once, then the indicator light will flash.
Turn the change-over switch of sender to OFF position to turn off the LCD, press key and
key at the same time. The match is finished when the indicator light put out.

For MRF model: Press the leaning button in receiver one time (the indicator light flash one
time in every 0.5 sec) to match the No.1 of transmitter. The method of matching in sender is the
same with the single RF.
Press the leaning button in receiver two times (the indicator light flash two times in every 0.5 sec) to
match the No.2 of transmitter. Press three times (the indicator light flash three times in every 0.5
secretary) to match the No.3. Press the button four times (light flash four times) to match the No.4.
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For example:

Note

5. Interchanging and application of Ex-work preset program and personal setting program;

6. External power supply

7. Adjustment and calibration of the temperature

8. Code matching

 



1. The internal temperature controller should be installed away from the direct sunlight or
the position directly influenced by other cold and heat sources. The installation height
should be approximately 1.5 m off the floor.

2. Only the professionals can open the receiver box of the chronothermostat. to use 220V
power supply. The power supply wire must be guaranteed to be in the good insulation
during installation.

3. When installing the receiver box, the baseboard must be installed first and after
connecting the power supply and signal wire well, then put up the cover and fix it. The
chronothermostat manual cannot be used for repairing the product and the user cannot
open the internal circuit board pers onally except for installation or disassembling the
batteries.

4. When you turn the switch to OFF position, you can set the state of the system controlled
after turning off the thermostat. Such as: Opened(AUTO +OF); Closed(AUTO +ON)
Antifreeze Model( +PF). Operation Press OK key until display ON OF PF under
the closed state, and the user can adjust key or key to change state. Then release OK
key. (ON: Colse; OF:Open; PF : Antifreeze)

5. User can set the time when to turn on/off the system by the temperature difference
between opening and closing when reaching the setting temperature. Operation: press OK
key until display ADJUST under Manual mode, and set temperature difference by or
key, Then release OK key. (Range: 0.5 3 , Regulation step: 0.5 , Default:1.5 .)

6. For four channel mode(fig 7), The CH5 isn't need to match any code, as long as the any
one of four channel is connected, the CH5 will be connected. But the CH5 is disconnected
just when all the four channel are disconnected.
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>8Attention for Installation

1 To control the Boiler shown in fig.4, fig.5.
2 To control the pump or the other heating system shown in fig.6, fig.7.

= phase (power supply 230) = Neutral
= shared terminal

learning indicator light, will light one time when it receive
the signals from Emitter.

Learning button

Before you connect the Receiver, ensure that the power voltage of the SYSTEM to be
controlled ( boiler, pump, etc.) IS NOT CONNECTED and that it corresponds to the value
indicated on the base of the instrument (250 max).

、
、
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WIRING
L N
1

The light in Receiver =

The button in Receiver =
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

U
2

= Pump, electric 3-way valve ,etc.
= normally open terminal

Installation Examples

 



>9Installation Examples
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fig.2

fig.3

fig.4: RF model

fig.5: WW model
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>10Installation Examples

fig.6: RF model

fig.7: MRF model
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